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Abstract

The advent of high speed, wide area ATM networks introduces a "backwards
compatibility" dilemma. While emerging ATM networks must be capable of
transporting future applications such as digital voice and video, many of the
design choices made to optimize ATM for voice and videomake the transport
of traditional data traffic difficult. This paper will address some of these issues
and propose possible solutions. This paper presents a promising method of
providing connectionless service by building a virtual connectionless network
on top of a public ATM network with a subset of the switches acting as con
nectionless servers. This method provides low transfer delay and low cost to
the user.

'This material isbased on work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. NCR-8907909. This
research is also inpartsupported by theUniversity ofCalifornia MICRO program.



1 Introduction

Asynchronous Transfer Mode is a high speed, connection-oriented, virtual circuit, fast packet switched
network. Its unit of transmission is a ceU of 53 bytes. At a user-network interface rate of 155.52 Mbps
using SONET STS-3c, cells are switched at a rate of one cell per 2.7 microseconds. To support this
high speed, ATM utilizes a simplified protocol stack where much functionality has been simplified for
hardware implementation or pushed to end-to-end. It also promises extremely low packet loss and bit
error rates (estimates of 10"^ are common) and sequenced data delivery.

Existing data networks will play an important role in the developmentof ATM and will continue to
be a factor longafterATM is widely available for several reasons. First, datanetworks are currently in
widespread use and thusdatacommunications maybe thefirst applications to useATM's hightransmis
sion rates. Second, multimedia services are beginning to appear on LANs and ATMis a natural intercon
nection technology choice for multimedia applications. While voice and video services are inherently
connection-oriented, the Data Link Layer of many LANs such as Ethernet and FDDI are connectionless.
Third, any multimedia network, such as ATM, must include data service. Many data services, such as
remote procedure calls used in distributed systems, are better served by a connectionless service than
a connection-oriented service. Thus, providing connectionless service on ATM is crucial to the initial
acceptance of ATM.

However, providing connectionless service on an ATM internetworkis a complex task. This is due
to the fact that the ATM networkdepartssignificantly fromtraditional packetswitching networks in both
its switch and protocol architectures and services forwhich it is optimized. One critical area ofdeparture
is that ATM is a connection oriented network. In order to provide connectionless service, a mapping of
connectionless traffic on to connections (circuits) must be devised. Another ATM characteristic which
makes provision of connectionless service difficult is that ATM cells are small and of fixed size, while
theframesizes for traditional networks are muchlargerandusuallyvariable. Forexample, the maximum
frame sizeforEthernet is approximately 1500octetsandthatforFDDIis4500octets. Thus, segmentation
and reassembly are required at the boundaries of the ATM network. ATM employs a different protocol
layering architecture from traditional packetswitching networks, whichfurther increases thecomplexity
of the problem.

This paper will explore various issues and propose an architecture for connectionless transport on
ATM. Various architectures are considered and evaluated. In secion 2, we discuss some related work.
In section 3, we discuss the general architectural options of connectionless service. Section 4 discusses
issues in protocol encapsulation and conversion. In section 5, we describe a possible connectionless
server design. We conclude in section 6 with a summary and discuss open issues.

2 Related Work

Recent research in this field has mainlyfocused on protocol standardization, the mapping of LAN pro
tocols to ATM protocols, and the transport of IP datagrams overATM.

TheCCITT recommends two methods ofproviding connectionless service in [1]. In thefirst method,
connectionless transport is provided by dedicated LAN to LAN connections. In the second method,
connectionless servers are interspersed in the ATM network to provide a virtual connectionless service
network. Packets are transmitted through connectionless servers in a store-and-forward manner. [2] dis
cusses these two options presented by CCITTfor connectionless service. It also describes twoschemes
for forwarding connectionless traffic, one that requires the reassembly ofhigher layer protocol data units



and one that does not. Although suggestions are made as towhich scheme is better for various applica
tions, no concrete analysis is made.

[3] discusses the framing ofIP connectionless datagrams over anATM - IEEE 802.6 (DQDB) inter
network. IP and ARP packets are encapsulated by an IEEE 802.2 LLC/SNAP header, an 802.6 MAC
Convergence Protocol (MCP) header, and a common header and trailer. The encapsulated frame is then
delivered to the Segmentation and Reassembly Sublayer of the AAL 4 Layer. Recent standardization
activities by CCITT haverecommended a similarencapsulation method in DraftRecommendation I.cls
[4]. The draft also calls fora connectionless network access protocol layer (CLNAP) above AAL 4 with
SMDS, which is very similar to IEEE 802.6, as the recommended interface.

An alternative approach to providing connectionless service istouse CCITTType 5ATM Adaptation
Layer (AAL 5), alsoknown as Simple and Efficient Adaptation Layer (SEAL) [5, 6]. AAL5 does not
contain a multiplexing identifier field ineach cell, as is present inAAL 4, and is designed to operate in
a connection oriented mode. Processing of the 48 byte payload of AAL 5 cells can be performed more
efficiently than for the 44 byte payload ofAAL 4 due to the simplified protocol and four octet payload
alignment of AAL 5. The main advantages of using AAL 5 are simplicity, reliability, and efficiency
that make it suitable for high speed data transfer. [7] discusses a possible encapsulation scheme for IP
datagram transport over ATM using AAL 5.

All of the work listed above addresses the issue of intemetworking and transporting datagrams on
ATM. Most ofthe work has concentrated on the encapsulation method, with little performance analysis
conducted. Our work combines design with performance analysis to address the functionality, network
performance and hardware feasibility of a connectionless server architecture.

3 General Architecture

General aspects ofconnectionless service across ATM have been ouflined by CCITT in [1]. Two options
for the general architecture of connectionless service aregiven. However, there is no clearconsensus to
which is better and most details are left unspecified. In this section, we will examine these options in
detail.

3.1 Design of Connectionless Service: Direct vs. Indirect Support

There are two main approaches to providing connectionless transport across a public ATM network as
shown inFigure 1. The public ATM network can indirectly provide connectionless transport via IWU-
rWU ^virtual circuit (VC) connections, as in Figure 1(a), to transport all connectionless data from one
local area network, LAN 1, directly to another local area network, LAN 2. In order to send packets to
LAN 3, LAN 1must maintain asecond connection. When aconnection isidle for along period oftime,
the connection may be tom down (allowing other calls to enter the network and to reduce connection
cost to the user) and set-up again when data transport is needed. This is referred to as being on-demand
if the allowable idle time before connection tear-down is short oras semi-permanent if the allowable idle
time is long.

In the direct approach, shown inFigure 1(b), the public ATM network directly provides connection
less service via Connectionless Servers (CLSs). Packets traverse a series of connections between CLSs

^The rWU (interworking unit) between aLAN and the public ATM network is either abridge or agateway that transforms
data to/from the ATM network from/toits connectedLAN.
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Figure 1: Direct vs. Indirect Connectionless Service Architecture

on a virtual connectionless network. CLSs store and forward frames performing routing decisions for
each data frame. Note that frames destined to the same IWU may follow different paths. A mapping
of connection and frame identifier of an incoming connection onto that of an outgoing connection {(Le.,
routing)) at CLSs is required. Packets from several IWUs are multiplexed at a CLS onto a few established
(i.e., permanent) CLS-CLS connections. Note that LAN 1 needs only one connection in this case to send
data to both LAN 2 and LAN 3. This is because the routing is performed by the CLSs. IWU-CLS connec
tions can be permanent connections or semi-permanent connections. However, IWU-CLS connections
are likely to be fewer in number and busier from more multiplexed traffic than IWU-IWU would be in the
indirect method. Thus, the IWU-CLS connections will be more permanent than IWU-IWU connections.

The tradeoffs between the two schemes include efficiency and response. The transfer delay is smaller
with the direct approach. With the CLS approach, data frames to multiple hosts on multiple LANs are
multiplexed on CLS-CLS VCs. With the indirect approach, data frames addressed to multiple hosts on
the one local area networks are multiplexed on a VC (e.g., frames from all hosts on LAN 1 to all
hosts on LAN 2 use the same VC). The source IWU frequently may not have an open connection to the
destination IWU, particularly if data is sent to many different LANs. The data frame must then wait for
call set-up before transmission. With the direct approach, as long as IWUs maintain at least one open
connection to a CLS, no connection set-ups are required. Thus, the transfer delay and call processing
load is lighter with direct connectionless support. However, if the transfer session is long, it may be
preferable to use IWU-IWU connections rather than the CLS network. By using the indirect method,
all data frames will arrive in sequence and with the lowest delay possible by using the optimumroutes.
Connectionless Servers not only increase processing delay but increase the distance travelled since, in
most cases, CLSs will not lie on the optimum routes.

Efficiency can be compared in two ways: bandwidth and routing. To reduce the amount of call
processing, IWU-IWU connections can be kept open when idle for long periods of time in the indirect
scheme. However, while no data is transmitted, the presence of these idleconnections may prevent other
connections from entering the network. Even though ATM networks are designed to take advantage of

'More than one VC may be used under certain circumstances, (e.g., using AAL 5to support more than one higher layer
protocol [8].)



these "silence periods" there will be some resources reserved for the idle connections. In this sense,
the indirect scheme uses bandwidth inefficiently. The direct approach is more bandwidth efficient by
having fewer idle connections than in the indirect approach [9]. The CLS-CLS connections multiplex
data frames from more source-destination pairs than do IWU-IWU connections. Performance analysis
has shown than there ismore statistical multiplexing gain when more sources are multiplexed [10]. This
helps further increase linkefficiency.

However, the direct approach routes inefficiently. Although it utilizes bandwidth efficiently by hav
ing fewer idle connections, it routes inefficiently because more links are used to route frames than is
necessary. This occurs because the routes taken using CLSs are not optimum. Since data frames tra
verse more links than necessary, their presence affects more network traffic than necessary causing more
congestion than necessary [11].

Overall, the efficiency benefits and detractions of the two schemes may be equivalent. The transfer
delay is lower for short term data traffic using the direct approach and for long term traffic using the indi
rect approach. A user may have a lower connection cost by using a handful of (permanent) connections
to CLSs than to constantly set-up and tear down connections to other IWUs.

While it isnotclear which ofthe two approaches is superior for the general case, the remainder of this
paper will concentrate on the direct approach because ofits low transfer delay (in short traffic streams)
and its low call processing costwillbe attractive to many LANusers.

3.2 Design of a Connectionless Server: Cell Based Forwarding vs. Frame Based
Forwarding.

The Connectionless Server approach described above requires the CLS to make routing decisions and
forward frames. There are two possible methods for forwarding frames at a connectionless server [2]:
frame based forwarding and cell based forwarding. In frame based forwarding, cells are first reassem
bled into a frame at a CLS, the address of the next CLS is determined for the frame, and the frame is
(re)segmented into cells and delivered tothe next CLS via an appropriate connection identifier (VPWCI)
and a free frame identifier (MID). Connectionless servers which operate in this mode are referred to as
Reassembly Mode Connectionless Servers.

In cell based forwarding, cells are transported in a streaming mode, where the arrival of the first
cell of a frame creates an entry in the forwarding table at a CLS, and the successive cells of the same
frame follow a VPWCI/MID translation created by the firstcell in a stream withoutthe need for frame
reassembly. Servers which operate in this manner are referred to as Streaming mode Connectionless
Servers.

The frame based forwarding method may introduce large delays as the transmission of the first cell
ofa frame must wait until the last cell arrives atthe CLS. The total delay in addition to that experienced
through Streaming Mode is roughly the number ofCLS hops times the frame transmission time. Itmay
also require large buffers at CLSs forframe reassembly. This limits both the number of frames thatcan
be in transit and the maximum frame size.

There are also two options available for transmission of multiple frames on the same VC: frame or
cell interleaving. In frame interleaving, only one frame at a time will be transmitted on a VC. After
completion ofa frame, other frames can be transmitted. In cell interleaving, cells from many frames are
interleaved on aVC when the frames are ready for transmission. Some have argued that cell interleaving
reduces frame loss by decreasing burstiness [2]. However, due to the consecutive loss nature ofATM
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Figure 2: Connectionless Service on ATM

[12] frame interleaving may isolate cell loss periods to fewer frames reducing the overall frame loss
rate.

The cell based forwarding method requires an adaptation layer which avoids reassembly and dis
patches the first cell of a frame to the connectionless interworking protocol layer which is the layer
above AAL (This functionality, also known as cut-through routing, has not yet been defined in the
CCITT Standards.). Although this approach requires less buffer space at CLSs, calculation of the next-
hop VPWCI/MID derivation must take place in roughly one cell transmission time (2.1fis), and this
requirement severely impacts the design choices. VPFVCI/MID mapping tables must be implemented
in a very fast technology (e.g., SRAM). This may increase cost and the limited size of fast memories such
as SRAM reduces the viewable number frames in transition through a CLS. The second limitation is
magnifiedin the cell based scheme because of the larger number of frames in transit. The cell based CLS
inherently has cell interleaved output andcellscan continue in transitwithout waiting for latercellsof a
frame untilthey reachthedestination IWU.Thesetwofactors mayincrease theinterarrival timebetween
the first cell and the last cell, particularly as the number of hops travelled increases. This increases the
load on the VPWCI/MID mapping tables because entries must remain for increasing longer durations.

It is unclearwhich of the twoCLS modes is superiorwhen cost and performance is taken into con
sideration. We will consider implementations of both whileperformance analysis will remain for later
work.

3.3 An Architecture for Connectionless Service over ATM

Figure 2 illustrates apossible layering model withitsvarious entities forproviding connectionless ser
vice on ATM. Providing connectionless service requires three major entities: (1) Connectionless Servers
(CLSs), (2) Interworking Units (IWUs), and a (3) Connectionless Interworking Protocol (CLIP). IWUs
maintain (at least) two interfaces, one to the private network (such as IEEE 802 LANs) and one to the
public ATM network that is used for interconnection with other private networks. Hosts on the private
network exchange data frames with remote networks via an IWU. The IWU maintains connections to
one or more CLSs that forward the connectionless data frames to the destination IWU, that in turn for
wards the frames to the destination host. IWUs must also be capable of absorbing frame formatand size
differences bysegmenting and reassembling frames. Thisarchitecture assumes that anexisting network

''Because loss occurs when buffers are full, analysis has shown that a loss will soon, ifnot immediately, be followed by
another loss. Using frame interleaving, only one or two frames may beaffected bya lossy period. Using cell interleaving,
many frames may beaffected bya lossy period. Thus, for thesame cell loss rate, cell interleaving may show a higher frame
lossrate thanframe interleaving.



layer protocol is used at the IWU to resolve the destination host address to the correct destination IWU
address. IWUs and CLSs use a protocol (referred to as CLIP in this proposal or equivalently CCITT's
CLNAP) to resolve the destination IWU address to the next hop CLS (or IWU). The address space of
CLIP may be hierarchical to allow for efficient hardware resolution of addresses.

Inthe example layering model shown inFigure 2,CLSs operate above and within the AAL layer using
CLIP receiving ATM cellsandforwarding them based onrouting andforwarding information maintained
by the CLSs. Reassembly Mode CLSs can operate above the AALlayer receiving AAL Service Data
Units (SDU). After determining the next hop, another AAL SDU can be created and delivered to the
AAL. Streaming Mode CLSs operate within the AAL layer because it uses cut-through routing. CLIP
information is obtained within AAL Protocol Data Units (PDU) of the first cell of a frame. All cells in
the Streaming Mode CLS aremodified at theAAL layerheader (byreplacing thecells' MIDs) andat the
ATM layer header (by replacing the cells' VPFVCIs). AAL SDUs are notrecreated at Streaming Mode
CLSs.

The PDU formats used by CLSs at this layer may conform to either of the AAL 4 or AAL 5 standards.
An IWU maintains aprotocol stack appropriate tothe private network itisconnected to, uptothe network
layer (e.g., IP, LLC, LAN-MAC). It also maintainsa protocol stack for connections to one or more CLSs
on the ATM network.

In the following sections, we present example designs for CLIP (Section 4.1) and for a CLS (Sec
tion 5.1)to illustrate possible approaches andtechniques. The designs presented assume the use ofAAL
4 and are for both a Streaming mode and a Reassembly mode of operations. Designs based on AAL 5,
although they arenot discussed in this paper, should also be considered.

4 Protocols for Connectionless Service

Optimally designing a connectionless server architecture (CLSA) requires investigating issues in both
hardware implementation performance and protocol efficiency. To sustain the high throughput rates
ATM offers, it is highly likely that a large portion of the connectionless server will be implemented in
custom silicon. CLS architectures designed without consideration of hardware implementation issues
may exceed the capabilities of available VLSI technology. Complex protocols that require traditional
software processing increase the cost and complexity of the implementation. Implementations and de
signs thatdonotadequately consider these issues will notprovide the level ofperformance necessary for
wide spread acceptance. A unified approach to the design of a CLS architecture which addresses both
protocol and implementation issues must be taken for successful CLS design. In this section, we will
consider protocol issues.

4.1 Design of Connectionless Interworking Protocol (CLIP)

Figure 3 illustrates an example format of a data unit used by IWUs to encapsulate connectionless
data from private networks using the Network Layer Protocol ID (NLPID) [13] and the Sub-Network
Access Protocol (SNAP) [14] toidentify higher layer protocols. The encapsulation method shown here is
a combination ofencapsulations found in [4] and [3]. Themain difference between CLIP andCLNAP is
the location of the header extension has been moved toa fixed position rather than following an optional
SNAP. To support this, some fields, (e.g., HEL), has been moved to the head of the frame. CLIP also
adds some fields which corresponds to those found in 802.6, (e.g., BETag, BASize, Length) [2]. The
following is a description ofeach component.
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Figure 3: CLIP Encapsulation Format

CLSA Common Header: The HELfield is the lengthof the Header Extension (in4 octetwords). The
BETag field is compared to the BETag field of the trailer to detect the loss of a header or trailer. The
BASize field is used to indicate to the receiver howmuch bufferspacewillbe needed for the frame. The
Destination Address field is the E.164 address of the destination IWU. The Source Address field is
the E.164 address of the originating IWU. Addresses of intermediate CLSs do not appear: the address
of the next hop CLS must be derived from the Destination Address field. The Header Extension is a
variable length field (0 - 20 Octets, in 4 octet increments) that is reserved for future expansion.

NLPID/SNAP Header: The Network Layer Protocol ID (NLPID) field is used to identify the protocol
that the encapsulated frame corresponds to. Some protocols (e.g., IP) may be uniquely identified by
a NLPID value, others require the use of Sub-Network Access Protocol (SNAP)[14]. A QOS field
contains a three bit priority subfield and a one bit loss indication bit. The CRC Indicator Bit (GIB) field
indicates the presence of a CRC in the CLSA Common Trailer.

Payload: The Payloadarea isused totransport network layer protocol information. Itslength can range
from 0 to 9188 octets.

CLSA Common Tl-ailer: The Padding field is used to pad network layer protocol information to a
four octet boundary. The CRC-32 field, when present, provides error protection from the Destination
Address field to the end of the Padding field. The Reserved field is reserved for future use. The
BETag is equivalent to the BETag field of the header. The Length field indicates the total length of the
payload portion of the frame.

It can be seen that even when the less efficient AAL is used, (i.e., AAL 4 with 44 octet payload, as



opposed to the 48 octet payload in AAL 5), the first cell can contain complete addressing information
for boththe IWUs and theATM-LAN end systems (which willappear at the head of the payload). This
arrangement allows ATM-LAN IWUs to forward cells in either Streaming or Reassembly modes.

4.2 ATM Adaptation Layer Alternatives

As most frames from existing LANs are greaterthan 48 octets in length, segmentation of LAN frames
must take place at the source IWU, and reassembly must take place at the destination IWU. Additional
segmentation and reassembly will also be required at intermediate CLSs if Reassembly Mode Connec
tionless Servers are used. These functions are delegated to the ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) in ATM.

There are currently two AAL, protocols being proposed for transporting connectionless data, AAL 4
and AAL5. AAL4 requires a MID (multiplexing ID) field to be presentin its PDU, while AAL5 does
not. AAL 5 is considered more efficient because ofits lower overhead andbetter payload byte alignment
(48 octets in AAL 5 vs. 44 octets in AAL 4) [5, 6]. The main functional difference between the two
schemes is in the protocol level where frame multiplexing takes place. In AAL 4, cells belonging to a
frame are identified by its MID. Thus, several frames can be cell interleaved on one VPFVCI connection.

In AAL 5, cell interleaving frames on one VC is not possible because of its lack of a MID field.
Frames must be delivered frame interleaved in Reassembly mode or frames can only be interleaved on
a VP level, with different frames identified by their VCIs. Because of this, AAL 5 may require dynamic
creation and destruction of connections (VCs), once for each frame. In order to reduce this overhead, it
is possible to maintain a VP level connection between two CLSs in AAL 5. However, this reduces the
amount of VPWCI space available for other traffic. The reservation of VPs and the dynamic creation
and destruction of VCs may be feasible in an ATM-LAN setting. However, in a public data network,
this may not be a reasonable approach, as it requires the network provider to reserve entireVPs foreach
source-destination pair.

AAL 4 favors the direct connectionless approach and can be used with either cell based or frame
based forwarding. AAL 5 favors the indirect approach and frame based forwarding. When the indirect
approach is used with AAL 5, frame encapsulation can be eliminated by implicitly identifying higher
layer protocols with VCIs [8] which further increases bandwidth and processing efficiency. However,
because of ATM's high transmission rates, the little added bandwidth efficiency of AAL 5 may be in
significant.

5 Connectionless Server Design

In this section, two possible designs for the CLS for direct connectionless support are illustrated. The
designsassume that all cell processing must be performed in hardware switching fabrics. A connection
less server is connected to an output port of a switch and the CLS's output feeds back into one or more
switch inputs. Virtual circuits are assumed to connectCLSs and a bandwidth policing device such as a
leaky bucket is assumed.

5.1 Design of a Connectionless Server (CLS)

CLSs are located throughout the ATM network, providing a virtual datagram network interconnecting
IWUs. Each CLS must maintain connections with two or more CLSs or IWUs, possibly segment and
reassemble frames, and resolve destination IWU addresses to the appropriate next hop CLS.

8
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5.1.1 Streaming Mode Coiinectionless Server

In the SM-CLS, an arrivingfiOFcell is allocateda forwarding tableentry bindingthe incomingVPFVCI/
MID to an appropriate outgoing YPWCI/MID. All subsequent cells with the same incoming VPFVCI/
MID are forwarded according to its corresponding entry in the forwarding table. F an entry does not
exists, then either the BOF cell is delayed by router processing or was dropped. To do this, switching
a cell must be performed in roughly one cell transmission time. Thus, Streaming mode CLSs must be
capable of forwarding cells at a rate comparable to the channel speed. Figure 4 illustrates an example of
a hardware based design that is capable of efficient cell forwarding. This design consists of four major
subsystems; the Forwarding Table, the Forwarding Table VPC Map, the Address Resolution Map, and
the Protocol Engine.

Forwarding Table; The Forwarding Table for a Streaming mode CLS is used to keep track of the state
for each frame currently being forwarded. This table is indexed by the MID combined with an offset
derived from the VPFVCI of an incoming cell. The offset is calculated by the Forwarding Table VPC
Map. The Forwarding Table Entry (FTE) provides the outgoing VPFVCFMID and any other items
necessary for maintenance of the system, {e.g., valid bits, sequence numbers).

Forwarding Table VPC Map; The Forwarding Table VPC Map derives the offset (Forwarding Table
Offset) from the VPFVCI of an incoming cell. As explained above, this offset is then used to select the
correct segment in the Forwarding Table. By building this small translation table with Content Address
able Memory (CAM), reasonable cost is maintained without sacrificing performance.

Address Resolution Map; This is perhaps the mostcriticalportion of theCLS.It is the mostprocessing
intensive portion in that given a destinationaddress, it must determine which CLS to forward the frame
to. The Address Resolution Map does this by providing the proper outgoing VPI/VCI and MID for a
given IWU address. IWU addresses are based on E.164 addressing and are allocated hierarchically to
allow efficient routing lookups. Design alternatives for the Address Resolver to be used by the Address
Resolution Map need to be explored. One promising approach is a hardware realization ofa trie orPatri-
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cia tree data structure [15, 16]. Matching an address in the Address Resolver will result in a destination
VPWCIfor use inthe Forwarding Table, and an index for use by the MID Manager. The MID manager
takes an index, which corresponds to an outgoing VPWCI, and returns an unused MID for use on that
connection. To facilitate efficient MID management in hardware, the MID Manager can either use bit
strings to maintain theMID free list, or maintain a linked list of MIDs on a per-connection basis.

Protocol Engjne; The Protocol Engine is responsible for receiving cells from the ATM layer and dis
patching them to the proper subsystems. All incoming cells trigger a Forwarding Table lookup based on
the Forwarding Table Offset (calculated bythe Forwarding Table VPC Map). This offset is used toselect
the segmentof entries in the Forwarding Table that corresponds to the connection the cell was received
from. This offset is then combined with the MID field of the cell to select the proper entry in the For
warding Table. Cells thatare thefirst cellof a frame (Beginning-Of-Message orBOM cells) also trigger
a next hop lookup from the Address Resolution Map, the result of which is used to update the outgoing
VPWCI/MID fields of Forwarding Table entries. Once theForwarding Table entry is loaded fora cell,
the cell's MID field is replaced with that of the Forwarding Table entry, a new CRC is generated, and
then the cell is transmitted via the VPWCI specified by the Forwarding Table entry. End-of-Message
(EOM) cells free the Forwarding Table entry for use on subsequent frames.

Thedatapathof theprotocol is streamlined andallows several operations (forwarding table lookup,
address resolution) to be performed in parallel. The CRC regeneration can be performed in hardware as
the ceU is being transmitted.

5.1.2 Reassembly Mode Connectionless Server

The alternative to a cell streaming CLS is a Reassembly Mode CLS. In a RM-CLS, an arriving BOF
cell is assigned abuffer slot rather than an outgoing VPI/VCI/MID. Although adynamic buffer allocation
scheme would have lower loss for a given buffer size, management of buffer fragments can make this
difficult. We consider a static buffer allocation scheme in which all arriving BOFcells are allocated the
maximum size buffer slot, currently defined for 9Kbytes. Ascheme which uses the BASize orone that
combines aspects ofstatic and dynamic buffer allocation may prove to show better results but will be
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considerably more complex. An outgoing VPFVCI/MID can be determined after the frame has been
reassembled. Alternatively, as in this example design, the outgoing VPWCI/MID is determined after
arrival of the firstcell so that next hop calculation can be performed in parallel with reception of following
cells.

A Reassembly mode CLS is composed of the following subsystems: the Frame Manager, the For
warding Table, the Forwarding Table VPC Map, the Address Resolution Map, and the Protocol Engine.

Frame Manager: The Frame Manager of a Reassembly mode CLS is the subsystem that is responsible
for reassembling incoming cells into frames, performing frame level procedures such as error checking,
forwarding ceUs of reassembled frames, and managing reassembly buffer space. The Frame Manager
maintains a collection of entries called Frame Manager Slots. A Frame Manager Slot consists of a fixed
size frame reassembly buffer and outgoing VPFVCI/MID fields. The separate VPFVCI/MID fields allow
concurrent reassembly and next hop resolution. Frame Manager Slots are logically organized into three
lists: a free list, an active list, and a transmit list. The free list contains all of the Frame Manager Slots
that are not currently in use. The active list contains those that are currently being reassembled, but that
still have at least one cell to yet be received. The transmit list contains those that havebeen completely
reassembled and are in the process of being transmitted. The Frame Manager forwards cells from the
Frame Manager Slots in the transmit list, placing the slots on the free list once all of its cells have been
transmitted.

Forwarding Ikble: The Forwarding Table for a Reassembly mode CLS is a simplified version of its
counterpart for a Streaming mode CLS. As much of the state related to frame reception is present in
the Frame Manager data structures. Forwarding Table entries need only contain a reference to a Frame
Manager Slot.

Forwarding Table VPC Map: The ForwardingTableVPC Map for a Reassembly mode CLS is identical
to the Streaming mode version. In combination with the Forwarding Table, these twocomponents allow
a quick and efficient access to frame slots in the Frame Manager.

Address Resolution Map: The Address Resolution Map and Address Resolver for a Reassembly mode
CLS are identical to the Streaming mode versions except that outgoing VPI/VCI values are stored in
Frame Manager Slots, not in Forwarding Table. F cell interleavingis used, then MID management will
be similar to that used for Streaming modeCLS. If frameinterleavingis used, then the MID management
can be a simple counter.

Protocol Engine: The Protocol Engine for a Reassembly mode CLS is responsible for receiving cells
from the ATM layer and dispatching them to the proper subsystem. As in the Streaming mode case,
a Forwarding Table Offset from the Forwarding Table VPC Map is used to select a page of entries in
the Forwarding Table, which, when combined with the cell's MID, selects the appropriate Forwarding
Table entry. The Forwarding Tableentry is then used to dispatch the cell to the designated Frame Man
ager Slot. Cells that are the first cell of a frame (BOM cells) cause a slot in the Frame Manager to be
reserved moving the slot from the free list to the active list, and the index of the slot is stored in the
corresponding Forwarding Table entry. End of message (EOM) cells move the slot from the active list
to the transmission list. When the last cell has been transmitted, the slot is moved onto the free list.
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6 Summary and Future Work

Connectionless data transport is critical to the success ofATM networks. Acceptance ofATM networks
may take significantly longer without successful support ofconnectionless transport.

This paper reviewed some architectural options forconnectionless transport. Forshort traffic streams,
direct support of connectionless traffic through CLSs seems to be the best choice. While cell based
forwarding has its advantages, frame interleaving (possible only with frame based forwarding orwith
indirect connectionless support) may be able toreduce frame loss rates. Forlong traffic streams, indirect
support via IWU-IWU connections offers the lowest delay and sequenced delivery. Additionally, AAL
5with lower overhead can be used. Thus, which method ofconnectionless transport to use isdependent
on the type of traffic.

However, no concrete analysis orsimulation isavailable today. This leaves many open questions such
as (1) how is the performance ofdirect and indirect connectionless support affected by traffic character
istics, (2) how isthe frame loss rate affected by frame and cell interleaving, (3) how is the delay affected
by the choice offrame orcell based forwarding, (4) how does buffer management affect the performance
oftheframe based CLS, particularly when complexity costisconsidered, (5)whatis thebesterrorrecov
ery scheme considering the cell and frame loss characteristics, (6) how iscongestion controlled between
LANs and ATM? These and other questions must be addressed for successful connectionless transport
and LAN interconnection via ATM networks.
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